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Welcome:  Welcome to the United Church of Strafford, Vermont, on this Fifth Sunday 

after Epiphany.  During Epiphany we look for revelations of God’s Spirit made manifest in Jesus 

and in the world, and we reflect on our appropriate response to that revelation.  The Magi saw 

God in a star and responded by following it.  They found God in Jesus and responded by kneeling 

and offering gifts.  Jesus felt called by God and driven by the Spirit as he came out of the Jordan 

at his baptism and he responded with a spiritual journey that changed the world.  People 

responded to the Spirit working through the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. by laying down their 

lives, going to jail, marching, organizing, teaching, singing, voting and more.  Today we are 

thinking about our own responses to the calling from Jesus and the stirring of the Spirit within us.  

One response is that we have come to this service to experience God moving in word and music 

and silence and in one another.  Let us open our hearts wide to follow where the Spirit leads and 

to extend our care and support so that every person here catches God’s love and passes it on. 

  

Call to Worship:  Humans are divided left and right, rich and poor, divided by fear and 

narrow self-interest, divided from the earth by our careless and destructive ways, and yet from the 

beginning of time, the Spirit moving within living beings has responded to the spark of life in 

others by joining together, single cells becoming complex creatures, individual creatures 

becoming couples and flocks.  As the Rev. Dr. King said, “the Holy Spirit is the continuing 

community creating reality that moves through history.”   

Jesus calls us not only to live as one but to spread oneness by drawing people to the ethic 

of unconditional compassion and love.  We may have other legitimate reasons for being part of a 

church, but that is the Spirit’s reason, that we may all be one and that we may use the gifts and 

resources that God has given us to draw people into God’s realm of oneness on earth.  Jesus 

wants us to fulfill our deepest callings to love and creatively serve God’s cause.  If we want that 

too, the Holy Spirit within and around us will surely help us do it.  Let us worship together in that 

faith and that commitment.  
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Children’s Time:  C.S. Lewis’ Narnia book, The Silver Chair, begins with a boy and girl 

hiding behind the gym of a British boarding school.  A gang of bullies is looking for them, and 

they are desperate to escape.   

The boy has been to the magical land of Narnia, and he convinces the girl to stand with 

him and call out to Aslan, the great lion who is the Christ-like creator of that world and all 

worlds.  They start to call on him, but just then they hear the bullies racing toward them so they 

scramble up a steep bank to a brick wall with a locked door that leads out onto the moor, praying 

they can force it open.  Not only does it swing wide at their touch, but instead of a foggy moor 

they see the blue sky and forest of another world.   

Eventually they get separated and in trouble, and the girl meets Aslan.  He tells her that he 

called her into Narnia to give her a task, but she thinks he must be mistaken.  She says, “No one 

called us.  We called you.”   

Aslan replies, “You would not have called to me unless I had been calling to you.”   

This is profound spiritual wisdom, and crucial to understand.  The impulse we have to call 

to God occurs because God is calling to us.  The Spirit that sparked life and drove evolution over 

billions of years is calling to the hearts of humanity to stop being selfish and mean and to live by 

the Golden Rule because the Spirit wants life on earth to thrive, and it needs people—it needs 

us—to make that happen.  Our yearnings for peace and fairness and kindness for all or our desire 

to find a path through a difficult time are actually the Spirit calling us to be our best selves and 

serve its cause.  The best life we can have and the hope of the world is that we will let our lives 

get caught up in that calling.  

The boy and girl were doing the right thing when they asked Aslan for help, because it 

opened their hearts so they could follow the call of the Spirit through its magical door to learn the 

tasks that they could do to make things better.  There is a word for what the boy and girl were 

doing, and it is something we can do to find the help we need: pray!  Let us pray together the 

Lord’s Prayer… 

Sermon:  Catching 

The title of this sermon is “Catching.”  The Psalm talks about God catching us when we 

stumble, the passage in Isaiah is about God catching up a prophet and sending him to catch 
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others, and the Gospel is about 1. people catching fish; 2.  Jesus catching disciples; and 3. 

disciples catching people. 

In a time of pandemic “catching” has other connotations, though, and today’s scriptures 

are about this, too—something infectious and contagious, something we receive and pass on to 

others.  We have an encounter with a germ of something—physical or spiritual—and it causes a 

crisis that changes us and forces us to respond. 

Think about the stories we heard from Isaiah and Luke.  Isaiah has an out-of-this-world 

encounter with God.  For Simon Peter the Spirit coming through Jesus becomes impossible to 

miss in a miraculous catch of fish. 

These germs of the divine throw both Isaiah and Simon into crisis.  They have caught 

something that makes them feel sick.  Isaiah says, “Woe is me! I am lost, for I am a man of 

unclean lips and live among a people of unclean lips.”  No one can encounter God and live, he 

says, at least not as we have lived, and he fears it may really kill him.   

Simon Peter feels something similar when he says to Jesus, “Go away from me, Lord, for I 

am a sinful man.”  He feels sick with fear of this spiritual force before which he feels unworthy. 

Isaiah and Simon have caught something that is more than their systems can handle.  For a 

moment, they seem lost.  Then something happens to change that. 

An angel flies to Isaiah and places a live coal on his lips and burns them pure.  Jesus says 

to Simon simply, “Do not be afraid.”  Their human brokenness and flaws are accepted and 

forgiven, and they are transformed by grace. 

The crisis is over, but not the story.  What they caught has not run its course.  There is one 

more stage.  God says, “Whom shall I send, and who will go for us?” and Isaiah says, “Here am I; 

send me!”  Jesus says, “From now on you will be catching people.”  And Simon leaves 

everything behind and follows Jesus. 

Isaiah and Simon have become the hosts for a germ that they will now pass on to others. 

They are going to infect others with the Spirit of God’s love that is in them.  But it is not all 

passive on their part, it is active, too.  Like fishermen, they will catch, just as they have been 

caught.  Isaiah and Simon Peter will spend the rest of their lives trying to gather people into the 

net of God’s realm of oneness, justice and mercy, catching people who will catch people who will 

catch people. 
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The callings of Isaiah and Simon can help us understand our own calling.  They can help 

us see how we have encountered the divine in our own lives, how we have caught it and been 

caught by it. 

One of my favorite scenes in the movie Out of Africa is when Isak Dinesen’s servant 

wakes her up in the middle of the night.  Her coffee plantation is on fire, and he tells her by 

saying, “I think God is coming.” 

If you look back over your life with the eyes of faith you might see moments when God 

came to you.  Some of us are here because God came to us in an encounter with death, or physical 

or mental illness, or addiction or divorce or other devastating loss.  Some of us have encountered 

the divine in a great love.  Many of us find God in nature.  Many of us first caught something of 

God from another person, a parent or teacher or friend whose wisdom or love was contagious.   

These encounters call and change us.  They catch hold of us and do not let us go.  They 

lead us on a journey as we respond to the feeling of dis-ease or the yearning for more wholeness 

that they set off in us.   

We can feel lost.  We can want to say to Jesus, “Go away!”  But in moments of grace 

something like an angel comes and burns away our resistance and our past mistakes.  A higher 

power frees us from guilt or confusion or attachment and we feel accepted as we are by God and 

ready to accept God’s will for us. 

God’s will can be mysterious, difficult to discern, but it always involves passing on what 

we have received.  All our various gifts are meant to serve God and neighbor.  They are meant to 

be used to catch others up into the net of God’s love. 

This last stage of spiritual contagion where we pass on what we have caught has been 

called evangelism since the earliest days of the church.  These days the word evokes images of 

hate-filled white supremacist Christian nationalists who threaten civil war, but the Greek root of 

the word evangelism means simply to bring good news to someone, or to be good news.   

The best form of evangelism happens when the encounters we have with God fill us with 

contagious kindness and infectious compassion and a burning passion for justice.  The British 

writer G. K. Chesterton asked, “If you were arrested for being a Christian, would there be enough 

evidence of it in your life to prove you guilty?” 
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To evangelize in the best sense is to open in trust and allow ourselves to catch and be 

caught by God, because if we are infected with God’s calling, others will catch it from us.  If we 

are full of God’s love, and are courageously putting our love into action in the world, that love 

will be catching by itself.  If we change our lives to follow the way of Christ more closely, others 

will catch the way of Christ through us. 

This is the most important task we have, because as Jesus knew, the realm of God will be 

established on earth only when enough people dedicate their lives to make it happen.  The Holy 

Spirit is a movement builder, so Jesus and Isaiah were movement builders, and the one movement 

throughout history the Spirit has been trying to build is exactly the movement we need to solve 

the challenges that face our species and planet.  

We can serve this movement in countless different ways, each according to what gives us 

deep gladness to do.  As St. Francis said, “Preach the good news always; if necessary, use 

words.”  We do not have to say anything, other than that beautiful response of Isaiah: “Here am I.  

Send me!”  If we do that, the Spirit within and around us will do the rest.   

Let us do it now.  Let us say to God, “Here am I. Send me,” in silent prayer… 

 

 

Haiku by Mel Goertz: 

A chickadee 

one of the 10,000 things. 

Each one is a wonder. 

 


